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1 Introduction 

The SOR group of INRIA (Systemes a Objets Repartis- Distributed Object 

Systems) is engaged in the design and implementation of distributed object-

support operating systems. We have built two prototypes: SOS and Cool. 

The former is generic and strives for application and language independence. 

The latter is more specific, being targeted at a particu lar language/application . 

Building on our experience with these two prototypes, we are starting a new 
project . Its goal is to define a general object-oriented framework for the design of 

distributed object-s«epport operating systems; to implement a hierarchy of classes 

for object support; and to construct a family of specific subsystems based on 
the above framework and classes. 

2 Operating sy st em s and object orientation 

Many OS projects claim to build an "object-oriented operating system" , but 

there is no consensus to what this means. In my opinion there are at least three 

different uses of the term: 

l. A process-and-message based OS, in which server processes encapsulate 

multiple, well- identified entiti es with clear interfaces. This category in-

clutdes for instance Amoeba [9], as well as Spring and Vanguard (as far as 

I can tell from available information). 

2. An OS designed using the obj ect-oriented approach. Good examples are 

Choices [4) and the x-Kernel [8). 

3. An OS with Slllpport for user level objects, in t he sense of separate entities 

with strong semantics. T ypical of this category are SOS (14), Cool (7), and 

Guide (2]. Amber [5], and Hermes [3] also seem to be in this category. 

An OS of category 1 would better be ca.lied a "server-oriented system", since 

the smallest executable entity it supports is the server. 

A system of category 2 does deserve to be called object-oriented. However 

note that its object-orientation app[ies to its internal design, not necessarily to 

its interface. ln fact, both Choices and the x-Kernel appear to provide ra.ther 
traditional services to users, who remain unaware of their object orientation. 
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ing system" 1 . In contrast to the previous kind, such a system ma,y very well have 

a traditional internal design, but it offers specific s upport mechanisms for ob-

jects, such as system-level ident ification of user-defined objects, finding objects, 

as well as migration , storage and garbage-collection of user-defined objects. 

An OSOS differs from exist ing object-support runtime libra ries, as it is not 

tied to any specific language or application area.. An OSOS offers common 

object management, with t he following consequences: 

• a simpler universe for the development of applications; 

• easier implementation of compilers and run-time environments for object-

oriiented languages; 

• more efficient applications; 

• communicating, and sharing, objects between independent applications. 

Let us now examine two examples of OSOS: SOS and Cool. 

3 The Object-Support Operating System SOS 

SOS is distributed OSOS prototyped on top of Unix [12] . SOS supports an 

elementary object model which is both simple and [powerful. 

SOS is designed to encourage the use of t he proxy principle [11] for struc-

turing distributed applications. It extends the object concept to distributed, or 

"fragmented" objects. Externally, a fragmented object appears to be a single 

object. Its interface is provided by its local fragments or proxies, which a.re 

elementary objects. Internally, the many fragments are distributed. 

A distributed service is implemented as a fragmented object. A client ac-

cesses the service by invoking a local fragment, called its proxy for the service. 

A client may acquire access to a new service by migrnting in (e.g. via a proxy 

of the fragmented object manager) a proxy for that service. 

Therefore a basic mechanism of SOS is object migration. A migrating object 

carries with it a list of prerequisites, i.e. objects which must be present in its 

environment; if necessary the system will automatically migrate (a proxy of) 

them also. A typical use of prerequisites is the code object, wltich carries type 

information, and methods to be linked dynamically2
. 

An u pea.II inte rface allows objects to impose their own policy onto the 

system-defined migration mechanism. The victim is upcalled once before mi-

gration. The object's method for this call takes decisions such as migration 

by move or by copy, of itself or of some other object, with or without com-

munication and/or replication of updates, etc. After migration, a. finalization 

reinitializer upca.11 allows the object to re-establish its environment . This is used 

for instance to reset pointers3 or request further importations. For instance, the 

code rei11itializer performs the actual type-check and dynamic Linking. 

The mechanisms described above a.re language independent and generic. To 

support objeds from a. <liffe re11t la.ngua.ge tha.11 c++, possibly wi th a. <liffere11t 

object model, it should suffice (hopefully) to attach appropriate prerequisites 
and upcall methods to those objects. 

1 0 SOS- not OS/2 but indeed 052 ! 
2 We have implemented a dynamic linker for c++ [6]. 
3 We have implemented a context-independent pointer class permPtr [13]. 
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imp lemented as fragmented objects with local proxy interfaces . These include 

an object manager (ca.lied the Acquaintance Service) , a flexible Name Service, 
and an o bject-oriented Communication Service. 

4 The Object-Support Operating System Cool 

Cool (the C horus Object-Oriented Layer) extends t he facilities of C horus with 

support for object-oriented environments4
. 

A Cool object is mobile, i.e. capable of migrating. It can be either passive 

(executes only within an invocation) or active (contains a thread) . Cool objects 

a.re "medium-grained", meaning small enough that any number may coexist in 

any acid ress space, b ut still too heavyweight to make every user-visible entity 

into a. Cool object. A set of attributes, associated with an object, determines 

whether it is globally known and whether it is persistent. A glo bal object may 

request receipt of messages sent by remote objects. A persistent; object survives 

system shutdowns by causing its (current) address space of residence to be 

persistent. 

T he user part of an object consists of two segments: 

• T he code segment contains the code of the object methods. This segment 

is s hared by all the instances of the same class, on the same machine. 

• T he data segment contains the obj ect state. It constitutes the private 

"heap" of the object, and can grow or shrink following the object's dy-

na mic ( de)alloca.tions. Its association with a specific "mapper" [l) or 

external pager a llows to set its memory management poli.cy. 

Object migration is integrated with remote invocation. Any number of 

objects can migrate (by copy or by move) along a request or a reply. 

A generic object-management kernel on top of t he standard Chorus nucleus 

[10) implements functions such as object creation , deletion, storage, remote 

invocation and migration. T his kernel is part of t he Cool "su b-system", i.e. 

a collection of servers, some execut ing in supervisor mode, which collectively 

implement a protected system-call interface . 

We can implement group operations, such as migration of several objects, 

more efficient ly in the kernel than i:n external servers . Multiple object models 

may be supported by run- time environments above this kernel; current ly we 

only have a c++ n m-t ime. 

5 Upcoming work 

We are current ly defining (together with Chorus-Systemes) a new project called 

Soul, which will be both an object-oriented OS and an OSOS. 

Soul is intended to combine the best feat ures of SOS (e.g. fragmented ob-

jects) and Cool (e.g. clean layering and efficiency). The kernel has similar func-

tions to t he existing Chorus nucleus, extended to allow the grouping of arbitrary 

resources, which can then be acted upon (e.g. identified, copied, or migrated) 

together . 

4 T his section is adapted, with permission, from (7) . 
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types and classes. These can be re-used, parameterized , and combined together , 

in order to build specific object-support functions for t he upper layer. 

The latter is a collection of subsystems, i.e. specialized virt ual-machine in-

terfaces. For instance we plan to build an SOS subsystem and an Amber-like 

subsystem, each with its own system calls, re-using classes from the hierarchy. 
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